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Abstract

diversity will ensure high coverage of the input space defined by the goal. In this paper, we aim to generate such
counterfactual text samples which are also effective in finding test-failures (i.e. label flips for NLP classifiers).
Recent years have seen a tremendous increase in the work
on fairness testing (Ma, Wang, and Liu 2020; Holstein et al.
2019) which are capable of generating a large number of
test-cases that capture the model’s ability to misclassify or
remove unwanted bias around specific protected attributes
(Huang et al. 2019), (Garg et al. 2019). This is not only limited to fairness but the community has seen great interest
in building robust models susceptible to adversarial changes
(Goodfellow, Shlens, and Szegedy 2014; Michel et al. 2019;
Ebrahimi et al. 2017; Zhao, Dua, and Singh 2017). These
models are capable of generating sentences that can change
the label of the classifier. These works are very limited to a
specific domain. While the change of label is likely, the generations are not plausible and are ungrammatical (Li, Monroe, and Jurafsky 2016) or require manual human intervention in many cases (Jia and Liang 2017).
A recent work by Ribeiro et al. 2020 employs a tool
Checklist which is one of the attempts to come up with
generalized test-cases. For generation, Checklist uses a set
of pre-defined templates, lexicons, general-purpose perturbations, and context-aware suggestions. A major limitation with these template-based approaches or rule-based approaches is that these can not generate meaningful diverse
counterfactual samples. Our goal is to be able to generate
these counterfactual samples for a given text in a more generalized manner with high generation quality and diversity.
Generative models like GPT-2 (Radford et al. 2019) are
good at generating plausible and diverse text. We can leverage these capabilities to generate counterfactual text (Pearl
et al. 2000). However, directly adopting Transformers architecture (Vaswani et al. 2017) to generate perturbations
for a goal-oriented task is difficult without adding additional attributes and fine-tuning with attribute-specific data
(Keskar et al. 2019). Similar to (Dathathri et al. 2020), we
perform controlled text generation to achieve the above objectives. There are two key technical challenges in adopting this approach. First, transformers (Vaswani et al. 2017)
are good at generating feasible and plausible but inferencing on GPT-2 is hard. Second, prior approaches to control
GPT-2 text generation do not support a custom model to

Machine Learning has seen tremendous growth recently,
which has led to a larger adoption of ML systems for educational assessments, credit risk, healthcare, employment,
criminal justice, to name a few. Trustworthiness of ML and
NLP systems is a crucial aspect and requires guarantee that
the decisions they make are fair and robust. Aligned with
this, we propose a framework GYC, to generate a set of counterfactual text samples, which are crucial for testing these
ML systems. Our main contributions include a) We introduce
GYC, a framework to generate counterfactual samples such
that the generation is plausible, diverse, goal-oriented and effective, b) We generate counterfactual samples, that can direct
the generation towards a corresponding condition such as
named-entity tag, semantic role label, or sentiment. Our experimental results on various domains, show that GYC generates counterfactual text samples exhibiting the above four
properties. GYC generates counterfactuals that can act as test
cases to evaluate a model and any text debiasing algorithm.

Introduction
Owing to the advancement of deep learning in recent years,
AI systems are now deployed for varied tasks and domains
like educational assessments, credit risk, healthcare, employment, criminal justice. With the deployment of NLP
systems in these domains, the need to ascertain trustworthiness and reliability becomes crucial to ensure the decisions
that they make are fair and robust. To this end, counterfactual
text (Pearl et al. 2000) provides an alternate dataset which
acts as test-cases to evaluate the properties such as fairness
and robustness of these systems. These texts along with its
correct labels may also be used to augment the training set
to mitigate such properties (Garg et al. 2019).
The four properties that are important for counterfactual
text are plausibility, diversity, goal-orientedness, and effectiveness. Plausibility ensures that the generated test cases are
realistic and can occur in the input and thus can be further
used for retraining. Goal-orientedness can ensure that the
generated counterfactual text samples are deviating from the
original sample on a particular aspect like NER, SRL, synonyms or fairness attributes as controlled by the user. The
Copyright © 2021, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
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Input Sentence

I am very disappointed with the
service
1st time burnt pizza was horrible.

Token-based Substitution
(Ribeiro et al. 2020), (Devlin et al. 2018)
I am very pleased with the service.
I am very happy with the service.
I am very impressed with the service.
1st time burnt house was destroyed.
1st time burnt place was burned.
1st time burnt house was burnt.

Adversarial Attack
(Michel et al. 2019)
I am very witty with the service.

personable time burnt pizza was horrible.

GYC
(Ours)
I am very pleased to get a good service.
I am very happy with this service.
I am very pleased with the service.
1st time burnt pizza is delicious.
1st time burnt coffee was delicious.
1st time burned pizza was delicious.

Table 1: Comparison of generated counterfactual text from existing and proposed model on text from YELP dataset.
direct the generation. In this paper, we address the drawbacks of the above approaches by keeping the balance of
the four properties of counterfactual text. This framework
can be used to plug in any custom model to direct the generation towards counterfactual. In our framework, we first
reconstruct the input text and then introducing losses that
work with differential and non-differentiable models to enforce a corresponding condition. This condition can be
a sentiment, NER, or a different user-provided class label.
The differentiable loss is computed over logits of the input
sentence, while non-differentiable loss relies on generating
reward computed over text. Further, to ensure that the generated counterfactual text is diverse, we add entropy over
logits of input.
Few examples of given input sentences in Table 1 show
that the existing methods generate hard test cases with either
single word replacements or by adding an existing template
to generate multiple test-cases which do not possess the required generation quality and are neither diverse in nature.
Recent adversarial approaches like (Michel et al. 2019) generate adversarial changes on input text to change the label of
output sentence, regardless of whether the output sentence
makes sense. These adversarial generations may flip the label but these generations are not likely to be ever seen in user
input. Therefore these test-cases become ineffective. On the
other hand, it would be more useful to generate counterfactual text samples that are likely to be seen in user inputs.
In particular, our key contributions are listed as follows:

(d) GYC enables the use of pre-trained GPT-2 decoder and
does not require any re-training or fine-tuning of the model.

(a) We introduce GYC, a framework to generate counterfactual samples such that the generation is plausible, diverse,
goal-oriented, and effective. This is in contrast to the previous work which produces adversarial text but is ungrammatical or non-plausible. We show a comparison in examples 1
and 2 in Table 1.

Controlled Text Generation

Background
Language Modeling for Text Generation
Language Models have played a significant role through introduction of word2vec (Mikolov et al. 2013), contextual
word vectors (Devlin et al. 2018) and deep contextualized
LM models (Radford et al. 2019; Howard and Ruder 2018).
Recent advances by Vaswani et al. 2017 introduce large
transformer-based architectures which have enabled training
on large amounts of data (Radford et al. 2019; Devlin et al.
2018)
In this modeling, there is a history matrix that consists
(1)
(1)
(l)
(l)
of key-value pairs as Ht = [(Kt , Vt ), . . . , (Kt , Vt )],
(i)
(i)
where (Kt , Vt ) corresponds to the key-value pairs of the
i−th layer of a transformer-based architecture at time-step
t. Then, we can efficiently generate a token yt conditioned
on the past text y<t . This dependence on the past text is
captured in the history matrix Ht . Using this model a sample
of text can be generated as follows.
ot+1 , Ht+1 = LM(yt , Ht )
yt+1 ∼ Categorical(ot+1 ),

(1)
(2)

Here, ot+1 are the logits to sample the token yt+1 from a
Categorical distribution.

The aim of controlled text generation is to generate samples
of text conditioned on some given condition.
p(y|condition)

(3)

This condition can be a class label such as the sentiment
(negative or positive), topic (sci-fi or politics) or tense (past,
present or future) (Hu et al. 2017; Dathathri et al. 2020). The
condition can also be structured data such as a Wikipedia
infobox or even a knowledge graph (Ye et al. 2020).
Dathathri et al. (2020) propose a new framework called
PPLM for controlled text generation. PPLM uses a pretrained GPT-2 to generate text as stated in eq. 2. However,
to control the text, PPLM perturbs the history matrices Ht
by adding a learnable perturbation ∆Ht to get a perturbed
history matrix H̃t .

(b) We generate counterfactual samples, that can direct the
generation towards a corresponding condition such as
NER, SRL, or sentiment. We quantify our results (Tab.
4 and 5) using automated evaluation metrics (by training
condition models) to check Label-flip and diversity.
Through human judgment we measure plausibility, grammar
check, and validity of generation.
(c) GYC allows plugging-in any custom condition
model to guide the counterfactual generation according to
user-specific condition. We show that our framework is
able to conditionally generate counterfactual text samples
with high plausibility, label-flip score, and diversity.

H̃t = Ht + ∆Ht
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(4)

This is plugged into eq. 2 to generate the controlled samples.
ot+1 , Ht+1 = LM(yt , H̃t )
yt+1 ∼ Categorical(ot+1 ),

Model : NER Location Tagger
Source: N/A, Target: Perturb Location-Tag

(5)
(6)

Input Sentence: My friend lives in beautiful London.
Counterfactual Text Samples :
[1] My friend lives in majestic downtown Chicago.
[2] My friend lives in gorgeous London.
[3] My friend lives in the city of New Orleans.

PPLM approximates the process of sampling from the required distribution for p(y|condition). For this, PPLM
trains the learnable parameters ∆Ht so that perturbed samples approximate the required distribution. This is done by
maximizing the log-probability of p(y|condition). To
evaluate this distribution, Bayes rule is used as follows:
p(y|condition) ∝ p(y)p(condition|y)

Model : Sentiment Classifier
Source: Negative Class Label, Target: Positive Class Label

(7)

Input Sentence: I am very disappointed with the service.
Counterfactual Text Samples :
[1] I am very pleased with the service.
[2] I am very happy with this service
[3] I am very pleased to get a good service.

For instance, to enforce the condition so that generated text
samples belong to a class c with respect to some given classifier p(c|y), PPLM maximizes the following objective.
h
i
X
log p(c|y) −
DKL p(yt |yt−1 , H̃t−1 )||p(yt |y<t ) (8)

Model : Topic Classifier
Source Topic: World, Target Topic: Sci-Fi

t

Here, the first term enforces the class label. The second
term is a KL term which enforces that the text is plausible
and is in line with unperturbed GPT-2 distribution.

Input Sentence: The country is at war with terrorism.
Counterfactual Text Samples :
[1] The country is at war with piracy at international waters.
[2] The country is at war with its own beurocracy.
[3] The country is at war with piracy offenses.

Counterfactual Text
A counterfactual example is defined as synthetically generated text which is treated differently by a condition
model. Any text is a description of a scenario or setting. For
instance, given a text x, My friend lives in London, a counterfactual text y becomes - My friend lives in California,
if the friend counterfactually lived in California. From the
perspective of a given classifier model, a counterfactual example defines how the original class label flips if the friend
lived in California instead of London. Such generated counterfactuals can serve as test-cases to test the robustness and
fairness of different classification models. Some examples
can be seen in Table 2. An effort to make the classifier fairer
could utilize such counterfactual data for data augmentation
task (Garg et al. 2019).

Table 2: Illustration of samples generated by GYC. In the
first example, condition enforced is to change the location tag. GYC selectively changes the city London to
Chicago and New Orleans while maintaining the sense of
the remaining text. In the second example, the condition
enforced is to change the sentiment from negative to positive
with respect to a provided classifier. In the third example, the
goal is to change the topic label of the text to sci-fi.

Generative Process
Formally, our aim is to draw K counterfactual samples as
yk ∼ p(y|x, conditions). This can be factorized autoregressively over time as:

GYC Method
p(y|x, condition) =

In this section, we describe our method for generating K
counterfactual text samples Y = {yk }K
k=1 given a text x
and controlling condition that specify the scope of the
counterfactual text. Formally, this modelling is described by:
p(y|x, condition)

T
Y

p(yt |y<t , x, condition)

t=1

(10)
To implement this, we learn Ĥ on the basis of the given text
x and the given condition and use it to sample the counterfactual text samples as follows:

(9)

ot+1 , Ht+1 = LM(yt , Ĥt )
yt+1 ∼ Categorical(ot+1 ),

To implement this, we first obtain H̃ which depends on
both the condition and the x as opposed to just the condition. Hence, we first compute H̃ on the basis of x such that
the generated samples reconstruct the input text x. Next, the
condition is enforced by further perturbing the H̃ to obtain Ĥ.

(11)
(12)

Learning Counterfactuals
In this section, we describe our approach for learning the
hidden state perturbations H̃t for reconstruction and subsequently Ĥt for enforcing the given conditions. Note that
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not be differentiable with respect to the text. In either case,
we aim to generate text that maximizes the score. To handle
the differentiable and non-differentiable cases, we use the
following losses.
Differentiable Score. Differentiable Score assumes that the
input to the score function score are the logits o1:T of the
tokens of the generated text. This can be translated into a
corresponding differentiable loss as follows:
Ld = score(o1:T )
(15)
where o1:T are obtained from equation (11).
For our experiments, we train a sentiment classifier on the
datasets- Yelp (Shen et al. 2017), DBpedia (Lehmann et al.
2014) and AgNews (Zhang, Zhao, and LeCun 2015) which
is used to compute the differentiable loss.
REINFORCE. To enforce a condition which is not differentiable with respect to the logits o1:T of the generated text, we
resort to the REINFORCE technique. This type of scores are
important because a variety of models take text as input and
not the logits. For instance, a classifier may take text as input to perform tagging (such as NER or SRL) or to perform
classification. We assume that the score function score is
a reward that is obtained for the generated text. We draw K
k
}K
samples of text {y1:T
k=1 based on the currently learned
Ĥt . Then we compute a REINFORCE objective as follows.
K
T


X
X
k
Lr =
rk
log p ytk |yt−1
, Ĥt
(16)

Figure 1: The architecture diagram showing interplay of different losses for generation. A represents proximity loss,
B represents differentiable score and entropy, C represents
reward based score and entropy, ∆ represents perturbation.
tilde on H̃t represents perturbation for reconstruction and
hat on Ĥt represents the perturbation for condition-oriented
generation. We describe the process through the following
loss functions used in our generation process also shown in
Fig 1.

k =1

Lp = log p(y = x|x, condition)
X
=
log p(xt |x<t , H̃t−1 )

t =1

where rk represents reward for each k counterfactual text.
For our experiments, we use BERT-NER based model
and SRL model to generate reward on NER and SRL in
generated counterfactual text samples.

Reconstruction via Proximity Loss. A key problem in
generative models is to perform inference over the latent
states given the observation. GPT-2 suffers from the same
problem. In our setup, the inference step is crucial because
we require the latent state that generates the given input text
before we can perturb it to generate counterfactual text.
To do this, we first aim to learn perturbations ∆Ht such
that the generated samples reconstruct the given text x. This
is done by learning ∆Ht to maximize the log probability of
the given text.

Diversity. To make sure that the distribution over the generated text does not collapse to the input text x and to ensure
diversity in the generated counterfactual text samples, we
introduce a diversity loss. To implement this, we compute
entropy of the logits of the K generated text samples.
K X
T
X

k
LH =
H ytk |y<t
where H is entropy
(17)

(13)
(14)

k=1 t=1

Combined Objective. The combined objective which we
maximize can be stated as following:
L = λr L r + λH L H + λp L p
(18)
where λr , λH and λp are hyper-parameters that can be
tuned. To facilitate training we perform annealing on these
hyper-parameters. In early training, we keep λr , λH = 0. After reconstruction completes, λp is lowered and λr and λH
are set to non-zero. See more details in Appendix A in supplementary document.

t

In a sense, this objective enforces proximity of the generated text to the original text and also enforces content preservation. Hence, we call it the proximity loss. For implementing this, we found a curriculum-based approach to perform
better where we reconstruct one token at a time from left to
right. For more details on this implementation, see Appendix
A in supplementary material.
Enforcing condition To enforce condition, we
assume we have access to a score function that takes the text
and returns the degree to which the condition holds in the
text. This score function may be differentiable with respect
to the logits of the generated text, such as when the score is
the probability of a class label returned by a model. In other
cases, the score function may be akin to a reward and may

Applications of Counterfactuals
Counterfactuals as Test-Cases
Test-Cases are important in testing NLP models to perform
a behavioral check on a model. These test-cases also complement the traditional test cases designed in the software
13519

engineering world and also seems to be very relevant with
the increased adoption of NLP algorithms. GYC can be easily adapted to test any classification model with even a nondifferentiable score function. One can plug any score function, and generate test-cases around a specific condition. In
experiments, we take a score function as a Sentiment prediction function. GYC reports the highest scores in quantitative and qualitative results on different metrics across various datasets. The detailed experiments on sentiment and the
performance on different metrics around generation and diversity are described in Table 4 and 5 and Fig. 2.

Checklist

PPLM-BoW

Masked-LM

7
7
7
7

3
7
7
3

3
7
7
7

Dictionary-free
Sentence-Level CF
Diversity
Enforce condition

GYC
3
3
3
3

Table 3: Models for evaluation.
Metric

Counterfactuals for Debiasing
Applications of counterfactual text in debiasing have been
studied well in literature by (Garg et al. 2019), (Madaan et al.
2018) highlight multiple text debiasing algorithms which
can be used to debias classification systems. The key to Data
Augmentation and Counterfactual Logit Pairing Algorithms
is that they require counterfactual text samples of the training data. Similarly, the counterfactual text is used to debias Language Model for Sentiment (Huang et al. 2019).
These samples should satisfy a condition in this case
a protected attribute should be present. While these techniques are claimed to be highly successful, in real-world
getting enough data for a corresponding protected attribute
is prohibitive. The performance of these algorithms can be
boosted if the counterfactual text samples that are fed possess high generation quality. GYC can be used to generate
data for such data augmentation tasks which can thereby
help debias a model.

Model

Dbpedia

Agnews

Yelp

LabelFlip
Score
(↑ better)

Masked-LM
PPLM-BoW
Checklist
GYC

30.00
75.29
24.03
72.09

37.80
42.19
27.27
42.76

10.87
35.55
4.00
70.29

Diversity
Score
(↓ better)

Masked-LM
PPLM-BoW
Checklist
GYC

0.98
0.88
0.98
0.87

0.97
0.88
0.97
0.90

0.96
0.87
0.97
0.88

Table 4: Evaluation of Label Flip Score (representing the
counterfactual text samples generated with a different label)
and Diversity Score (representing the diversity in generated
counterfactual text) of baselines.

part of post-hoc learning on pre-trained generative models,
whereas (Dathathri et al. 2020) incorporates attribute discriminators to steer the text generations.

Adversarial Attack

Related Work

Adversarial literature especially the work by Ebrahimi et al.
(2017) have shown promising performance in generating samples that tend to change the classifier’s outcome.
(Ebrahimi et al. 2017) showed that by using a gradient-based
method and performing a minimal change in the sentence the
outcome can be changed but the generated sentences might
not preserve the content of the input sentence. (Michel et al.
2019; Zhao, Dua, and Singh 2017) explored ways to preserve content while also change the classifier’s outcome. For
instance, (Michel et al. 2019), leverages a method of imbuing gradient-based word substitution with constraints aimed
at preserving the sentence’s meaning.

Test-Case Generation
Recent works on software testing have been addressing the
problem of increasing fairness in different applications. In
structured data, Themis (Udeshi, Arora, and Chattopadhyay
2018), Equitus (Galhotra, Brun, and Meliou 2017) and (Aggarwal et al. 2019; John, Vijaykeerthy, and Saha 2020) use
random testing to generate test-cases. (Wachter, Mittelstadt,
and Russell 2017) defined the generation of counterfactual
explanations that can be used to evaluate a model. Further
(Mothilal, Sharma, and Tan 2020) address the feasibility and
diversity of these counterfactual explanations. In text data,
recently the work by (Ribeiro, Singh, and Guestrin 2018)
introduced a framework to generate test-cases relying on
token-based substitution. This work is the closest work to
our introduced framework.

Experiments
Baselines
We employ baselines with different categories likedictionary-free, Sentence level counterfactual text, diversity,
Enforce condition as shown in Table 3. We describe the
implemented baselines as follows:

Controlled Text Generation
Due to the discrete and non-differential nature of text, controlled text generation task is non-trivial and most of the current methods indulge in fine-tuning using reinforcement (Yu
et al. 2017), soft argmax (Zhang et al. 2017) or GumbelSoftmax techniques (Jang, Gu, and Poole 2016). Moreover, due to advancements in pre-trained text representations, recent work tries to achieve conditional generation
without requiring the need to re-training. (Engel, Hoffman,
and Roberts 2017) enforces behavioral latent constraints as

(a) CheckList: Checklist performs rule-based, lexiconbased and LM based perturbations. It defines a set of predefined templates to construct test-cases. This is the only
existing model that makes use of LM based perturbations
for test-case generation. The generated test cases are based
on token-substitution. Hence, these provide very rigid perturbations. According to a chosen template, it perturbs the
13520

(d) Adversarial Attack: The work by (Michel et al. 2019)
formalizes the method of generating meaning-preserving
perturbations in the form of adversarial attacks that tend to
change the label of the classifier for a given input text. In our
setup, we use the implementation of (Michel et al. 2019) for
adversarial perturbations by Allen AI (Gardner et al. 2017).
We denote this model as Adversarial Attack. We use this
model for qualitative analysis in the human evaluation section as we intend to compare the plausibility of generated
counterfactual text.

Datasets
We perform the experiments on DBpedia (Lehmann et al.
2014), AgNews (Zhang, Zhao, and LeCun 2015) and Yelp
(Shen et al. 2017). All three datasets come from different
domains. The details and properties of each dataset taken
are described as follows:

Figure 2: Comparison of human evaluation of generated text
from Adversarial Attack and GYC.
Metric

Model

Dbpedia

Agnews

Yelp

Content
Preservation
(↑ better)

Masked-LM
PPLM-BoW
Checklist
GYC

0.89
0.18
0.90
0.56

0.84
0.20
0.85
0.77

0.83
0.31
0.85
0.61

Tree-Edit
Distance
(↓ better)

Masked-LM
PPLM-BoW
Checklist
GYC

0.93
3.76
0.38
2.87

1.67
3.35
0.97
1.79

1.40
4.00
0.72
2.69

DBPedia. This dataset focuses on locations and organizations. We use publicly available DBpedia dataset1 by
(Zhang, Zhao, and LeCun 2015) containing 14 classes. The
dataset contains 560K training samples and 70K test samples.
AgNews. This dataset focuses on real-world data containing
four classes - world, business, sports, and sci-fi categories.
Each class contains 30K training samples and 1.9K testing
samples. The total number of training samples is 120K and
testing 7.6K.
Yelp. This dataset focuses on informal text containing reviews. The original YELP Polarity dataset has been filtered
in (Shen et al. 2017) by eliminating those sentences that exceed 15 words. We use the filtered dataset containing 250K
negative sentences, and 350K positive ones.

Table 5: Evaluation of Content Preservation (semantic similarity between input sentence and generated counterfactual
text) and Tree-Edit Distance (syntactic structure of input
sentence and generated counterfactual text) of baselines.

Metrics

specific part of the template. e.g. name, adjective, or location is taken from a dictionary. In LM-based perturbations, a
mask is specified at a certain position in the text and it predicts possible test cases via RoBERTa (Liu et al. 2019). For
more details, see Appendix B in supplementary document.

Generation Quality We define various quantitative metrics to measure different aspects of counterfactual text generations. The choice of these metrics is to ensure both the
viability of the generated texts as counterfactual text (metric
1,2), and also to examine their plausibility in semantic and
syntactic structure (metrics 3,4). To evaluate the K counterfactual samples generated from input text x, the metrics
for measuring the proximity of generated counterfactual text
samples, diversity, and syntactic structure are as follows:

(b) BERT: BERT is a masked language model, where we
randomly mask tokens from input sequence and the model
learns to predict the correct token. Therefore to compare our
approach with LM-based perturbations we considered this
as one of the baselines. We took a pre-trained BERT model
for our experiments. To generate counterfactual text, we randomly mask one word from the input sequence after skipping the first 2 words as context. We denote this model as
Masked-LM.

(a) Label-Flip Score: Label-Flip Score, LFS, is an
accuracy-based metric which is used to assess if the generated counterfactual text belong to a different class than the
source text class. In our setting, we train an XL-Net (Yang
et al. 2019) on different datasets and then compute the labels
of the counterfactual text and obtain the Label-flip score. For
an input text xi with label Ci , we generate K counterfactual
text samples and define LFS for this example as:

(c) PPLM-BoW: PPLM (Dathathri et al. 2020) uses a bagof-words to control the text generation. We feed first 2 words
of the input sentence as context and the rest of the text is generated. We hypothesize that PPLM-BoW should be unable to
generate sentences with similar meaning. This is because it
should try to exactly use the words provided in the input text
but in wrong order or sense. Due to the interplay between
the KL term and the dictionary term it should exhibit low
content preservation.

LFSi =

K
1 X
I(Ci 6= Ĉi ) × 100
K
k=1

1
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(b) Diversity Score: Similar to the Self-BLEU metric proposed by Zhu et al. (2018), we propose a Self-BERT metric
using Zhang et al. (2020) to measure the diversity of generated counterfactual text samples. In our setting, we compute
the Self-BERT score between the generated counterfactual
text samples. We term this computed Self-BERT score as
Diversity Score. A higher value represents lower diversity
and vice-versa.
(c) Content Preservation: Content preservation is used to
assess the similarity between generated counterfactual with
the input sentence. We compute the similarity between input
and generated CF on a sentence level using a pre-trained ML
model (Reimers and Gurevych 2019). Since in our setting,
we generate K counterfactual text samples, to compute the
content similarity, we take a mean of scores over K samples.
(d) Tree-Edit Distance: To measure the syntactic closeness
of generated counterfactual text with the original text, we
compare their structures using tree-edit distance (Zhang and
Shasha 1989). Tree-edit distance is defined as the minimum
number of transformations required to turn the constituency
parse tree of a counterfactual generation to that of the original text. This metric is required to ensure that while changing the classifier label, we do not deviate too much from the
input text structure.

the label every time, but the generations are grammatically
incorrect and not plausible. Hence, they do not fit our task
setting. In PPLM-BoW, the flip score is very low in Yelp
due to the reason that it does not have an explicit learning
signal to flip the label. In case of AgNews and Dbpedia,
the flip score is very high for PPLM-BoW as the number of
classes is high in both these datasets and often intermixed
like “Natural Place”, “Village” are two separate classes in
Dbpedia. Hence it is justified to show high flip rate in these
datasets.
How diverse are the generated samples. In this metric, we
expect that our model provides more diverse samples while
maintaining the content of the original text and flipping its
label as compared to other models. In Table 4, we observe
that GYC outperforms all models on Dbpedia and YELP. In
AgNews, our diversity is slightly lower than PPLM-BoW.
This is expected because PPLM-BoW generates overly
diverse sentences that are often unrelated to the original text.
Preserving Content of Input Text. While we want to
generate diverse samples, we also want to make sure that
the generations are close to the input text. We expect that
Checklist and Masked LM which perform single tokensubstitution will have high content preservation. Hence,
the focus of this metric is not on comparison with these
but with PPLM-BoW. In Table 5, we see that the content
preservation of PPLM-BoW is significantly lower than
GYC. In PPLM-BoW, most of the sentences are overly
diverse and unrelated to the original text.

Human Evaluation We define qualitative metrics to evaluate the generation quality of the generated counterfactual
text with the Adversarial Attack model. We randomly sample outputs from our model and from the baseline model (totaling to 600 samples). For this purpose, 30 annotators rated
the generated counterfactual text. The annotators were kept
blind to the model that generated the counterfactual text. We
adopt five criteria ranging from 1 to 5 (very poor to excellent): grammatical correctness, plausibility, fluency, sentiment change, content preservation. Figure 2 shows the human evaluation results. Among GYC and adversarial baseline, GYC achieves the best results on all metrics. In addition
to the four properties of counterfactual text, human evaluation clarifies that GYC is able to maintain high grammatical
correctness, plausibility, fluency by changing the sentiment
and thereby maintaining the balance in generation.

Preserving Syntactic Structure. With this metric, we aim
to test that our model does not lose the syntactic structure
of the input sentence while flipping the label. In Checklist
and Masked-LM the syntactic structure score will be very
high since they perform the single token-based substitution.
Hence the focus of this metric is not to compare with Checklist and Masked-LM but to compare against PPLM-BoW
which also generates free-form text like GYC. In results,
we observe that we preserve syntactic structure better than
PPLM-BoW and in AgNews our structure preservation is
close to that of Checklist.
We show aggregated results of GYC across all metrics
and show that GYC outperforms all the models (see results
in Appendix C in supplementary material).

Results and Discussion
In Table 4, we show the results of GYC and other baselines
on three different datasets. We observe that GYC produces
counterfactuals with close to the highest Label-Flip percentage across all datasets, and establishes high diversity while
maintaining content preservation and syntactic structure
as compared to baselines like Checklist, Masked-LM, and
PPLM-BoW which rely on token-based substitution criteria.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a framework GYC, leveraging
GPT-2. We provide the first method that generates test-cases
without using any rule-based cues. Experimental results on
three datasets show that GYC outperforms existing models
and generates counterfactual text samples with a high labelflip score which are both plausible and diverse by preserving
content and syntactic structure.
A next step would be to extend the counterfactual generation for longer sentences, which is currently expensive to run
via reconstruction. This will significantly improve the automatic counterfactual generation and thereby robustifying the
AI systems.

Performance in flipping the label. In Table 4, we observe
that our label flip score is the highest in Yelp and is
significantly high in Dbpedia and AgNews. Checklist and
Masked-LM perform poorer than ours. This is because
they do not have an explicit learning signal to do the
generation that guides them to flip the label. Our model
is equipped with differentiable label loss which can guide
these generations to flip label. Adversarial Attack can flip
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